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Our objective was to visualize the information space of a given source.
The medium by which we did so was up to us.
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I was assigned the website Design Observer.
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Admittedly, my first reaction was a sinking feeling in the pit of my
stomach. I’d been familiar with the site already, but realized maybe
a week or so earlier that while the site was an excellent resource and
a great way to tap into the minds of some of the most well-known
graphic designers in the US and abroad, I just couldn’t relate to some
of the detached higher-level idealistic mindsets I’d perceived in a
number of their articles, as I didn’t come from the same traditional
design/art-school background the major authors of the site did. As
a result, I’d decided to not follow it as regularly anymore.
Additionally, with over 1000 articles and counting, the site is enormous.
After speaking to Dan, though, I resolved to stick with it, to challenge
myself to delve deeper and make it work.
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Going through the site with the structure in mind revealed four major
sections, around and heavily tied in with the major flagship Design
Observer central core, but just separated by a subtle color difference:
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Observatory: essays and commentary on design and visual culture (this was
the entirety of the site until its July 2009 redesign), as well as photo galleries
Change Observer: designing for social change, in partnership with the
Rockefeller Foundation--focuses on design strategies for improving health,
education, housing, and the environment worldwide
Places: an architecture magazine started in 1983 that has moved online
Observer Media: audio and video for the whole site, as well as podcasts and
interviews

7. closing thoughts
It hit me that I really had to dig for these descriptions,
and besides basic taglines at the top of each subsection,
was unable to find anything this comprehensive on the
site beyond the entry announcing the launch. I didn’t
think much of it at the time, though.
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basic analysis
I mapped out a basic sketch of the site structure, and started jotting
down the department (a.k.a. content type) and topic (a.k.a. category/
keyword) names for each major section, as the articles were organized
under both these lists.
When we broke into small groups in class to discuss our assignments
and ideas, several people suggested an interactive or motion piece,
to help parse the dense information structure of the site.
The more research I did, though, the more I found myself gravitating
towards a print piece—the site was huge, the subsections were
massive, and I knew I could handle a print solution more gracefully.
I started exploring a few basic metaphorical representations, such as
a galaxy, but ultimately abandoned them all.

Sitemap illustrating the basic structure of the site. The numbers were a quick count of how many articles were in each section.

Initial sketches for a possible visual tour of how to navigate the site. I ditched this for a number
of reasons, one of which being that it felt like far too literal an approach.

Concepts of a galaxy and world map as illustrative ways to describe the site’s structure. Individual solar systems and stars within the
galaxy, and continents and countries within the map, would have illustrated various bits of data and general organization.
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refining ideas & considering usability
By this time, I’d started counting the number of articles in each
section to get an idea of the density of content throughout and
across the site, and realized that I had to lay out where the content
lay between these sections—it would be really tricky to go further indepth than that, due to the sheer volume of information. I figured
I would represent the data through something like dots for the individual articles, illustrating the density of data, or a tag-cloud format.

I also reflected that the site did not actually provide these
numbers (though they very easily could have, thanks to the
back-end framework they seemed to be using), forcing
me to count the articles in each section manually. This
time I took notice, and kept it in the back of my mind.
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I turned to Photoshop to start laying out the look and feel of thetext
and throwing around ideas for for how to organize the data and
numbers I’d collated.
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That’s when my frustrations with the usability of the site really began
to crystallize, as I realized that they were preventing me from properly
navigating the information space. I had to see if I could address this in
my project somehow.
I started including small notes in red text pointing out usability issues
with the site, and received permission to include a usability critique
of the site, on the grounds that I point out how the information space
was affected by these issues (and boy, was it ever).
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Depicting the content with a cluster of dots between the lists
of department and category titles, and lines connecting the titles to
the appropriate dots, seemed to make the most sense. It provided
the best view of how the bulk of the information across the site was
organized.
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I decided not to focus as much on the more “administrative” sections,
like the content under the merchandise and resource sections, as
the actual articles were the main aspect of the site. It also became
immediately apparent that tying the authors in would be tricky, as
there were no lists of articles written by each individual author.

vs.

?
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And so I got to work, drawing every single dot and every single line
by hand.
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(This was, for very obvious reasons, not completely accurate; the lines
corresponding with each dot are not an accurate representation of
what articles tie in with what topics and departments. There was no
conceivable way I could do that, and the usability issues of the site-the lack of a listing of what topics and departments each category fell
into on the category pages--didn’t help. Not to mention, I seriously
doubted anybody would scrutinize this poster that closely anyway.)
This took me a solid day to complete.
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designing & implementing
The layout of the dots (with Observatory being a large massive
cluster, versus Change Observer and Places being straight lines)
doesn’t necessarily reflect the content of the site, as much as it
perhaps reflects my feelings towards how well organized the site
content was.
Additionally, there were enough topic and department listings that
I felt the need to space out the Change Observer and Places dots
simply for the sake of legibility, and lines connecting to a large grid
would not have been nearly as effective or legible (I thought) for the
Observatory dots.
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I had to do some rearranging on the digital canvas itself, as originally
each section was in a quadrant of the canvas with the site’s title in
the center, but that just didn’t work, especially since the Observer
Media section’s content was tied to the other sections of the site.
I ended up arranging them all horizontally, which worked wonderfully
and contrasted the sections with each other.
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But what to do about Observer Media, the one tiny section? To have
it on the right would’ve left a huge gaping hole of white space, and
it would’ve separated it too much.
I finally resolved to put it at the bottom of the piece: I’d separated
the three other sections (Observatory, Change Observer, Places) with
solid lines, but used a dotted line across the bottom to signify that
Observer Media was not completely cut off from them, and overlapped with all three.
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However, the feel of the piece was still very stark, all black text (with
a smattering of colored dots and grey lines) on a white background.
Additionally, I realized that there was nothing really describing this as
a website in a visual sense.
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So I crafted a loose header and footer feel that referenced the lookand-feel of the Design Observer site, creating a “header banner” with
the site title and “header navigation” with the major central Design
Observer navigation, a subtle grey background to quietly suggest a
web browser/website layout, and my line-and-dot breakdown as the
body of the site. The footer would include my signature.
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the final touches
But the piece had come together nicely as a perfect square, and I had
a little extra space left...so I couldn’t resist fleshing out the story of a
certain comment made by William Drenttel, one of the main Design
Observer contributors, at an AIGA Atlanta meeting earlier this year,
which was what had started my path towards my “loss of faith” in the
site. It ended up working out well, especially with how I’d laid out my
footer signature text, so that, from a distance, it seemed to resemble
the copyright/disclaimer text and footer navigation that many websites have.
All throughout, I was working in little text blurbs with usability issues. I
positioned ones that pertained to specific portions of the site near the
element or area in question. There were general concerns, though,
which I put in the lower-left, to the left of the Observer Media section,
and there were general usability and web design practices that I had
noticed had not been carried out with the site, which I noted to the
lower-right. Originally I had bright red text for these blurbs, but scaled
that back to make it feel less urgent and harsh, and the new color
meshed really well with the overall color scheme anyway.
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There is some color differential in the pale green Observer dots—that
was to attempt to compensate for the varying background. On my
monitor, the pale green stood out just fine against the dense network
of lines, but was obscured in areas with few or no lines, so I darkened
those. I wouldn’t mind cleaning that up.
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I might rethink the dot arrangement for Change Observer and Places
if I had more time. I couldn’t figure out a good way to make the text
lists into an arc and have the lines connecting them still be legible,
but with more time I might be able to.
I’d also shrunk the whole piece down to 26”x26” after a comment
that my previous size (~36”x36”) was too large. I guess it was enough,
as it wasn’t crucial to see every individual line, but perhaps making it a
touch larger wouldn’t have hurt anything.

